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Generally discussed is the Princeton University interest in a wide
range of wind machines. Specifically discussed is one example of the
work - the Sailwing windmill. The aerodynamic characteristics of the
Sailwing itself are presented in condensed form and its natural appli-
cation to the wind machine is discussed. Past and present Sailwing
windmill configurations are shown and their relative merits are com-
pared. A section on a future promising configuration is presented and
its compatibility to advanced technology electrical machinery is briefly
discussed. Also included is a short bibliography.
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DISCUSSION
Q: What is a reasonable size for one of these sails? Could you get up
to 100 feet or so?
A: Possibly, but there is a crossover point. We had studied it in
reference to the entry body back when we were talking about Skylab:
fixed wing versus something you could fold up. If you send up heavy
big loads, the structure get so heavy, that you lose your whole
weight advantage. So we're pretty sure we're good at 25, and I
would bet 50. When you get to 100 I'm going to leave.
Q: What sort of loadings do you use in a sail application?
A: For the airplane type of application, 10, 12, up to 15 pounds per
square foot, rather light.
Q: On the aerodynamic comparison between the solid and the sailcloth
type of configuration, the difference there is that you built the
solid rotor the same as the sail one. If you did, it should have
the same characteristics.
A: Yes, the characteristics would be the same if a conventional metal
wing could crinkle and bend the way a sailwing does. The advantage
of the sailwing is its flexibility.
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Princeton sailwlng wind generator
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